
 
     

After analysing the  almost 400 projects  received 

Positive  Energy+ selects  14 innovative  projects  to 
contribute  from the  energy sector to the  economic and 
social recovery from COVID-19  
 

• Francisco Polo, High Commissioner for España Nación Emprendedora, opened the 
Positive  Energy + Demo Day event and s tated that this  initiative  “represents  the  best of 
Spanish socie ty and the  importance of uniting to address major challenges” 

• During the  event, the  projects se lected from the  urgent call launched on 7 April and 
promoted by Enagás, Red Eléctrica, CLH, Iberdrola, bp, EIT InnoEnergy, Acciona, Capital 
Energy and DISA were announced 

• The projects  be long to Spanish s tart-ups and offe r innovative  solutions for the  new 
decarbonised energy model and social impact proposals  to address  COVID-19 

• In the  next phase , the  sponsoring companies will comple te  the ir analysis and, before  the 
end of May, will ente r into a partnership agreement with at least one  s tart-up/scale-up  

 

Madrid, 8 May, 2020  

The Positive Energy+ platform has selected 14 projects from the 396 proposals received 
after the launch of its urgent call to tender last April. The proposals, which offer solutions to 
alleviate  the economic and social impact of COVID -19, were presented at the Positive 
Energy+ Demo Day event, held virtually yesterday afternoon and organised by the 
corporations promoting the initiative: Enagás, Red Eléctrica, CLH, Iberdrola, bp, EIT 
InnoEnergy, Acciona, Capital Energy and DISA. The initiative is also supported by institutions 
such as Startup Olé, ASCRI, El Referente, Socios Inversores, Byld, Everis, Dentons, PKF 
Attest innCome and Pons IP. 

The CEO of the organising companies participated in the mee ting, which was inaugurated by 
the High Commissioner for España Nación Emprendedora, Francisco Polo, who wanted to 
highlight the value of this joint initiative because “the union is what has enabled us to 
overcome the most complicated phase of the health c risis and will also be essential in 
overcoming the economic and social impact that will be caused by the pandemic in Spain”. 
In this sense, he said that “Positive Energy represents the best of entrepreneurship in our 
country. I think it's a good thing, bec ause it represents the best of Spanish society and the 
importance of uniting to meet the major challenges ahead”.  

The 14 selected projects were presented by Spanish start -ups or scale-ups, with different 
degrees of maturity and professional background. They have passed a first phase in which 
the participating  companies have analysed all the  received proposals. In addi tion, the 



 
companies have also he ld interviews with the  s tart-ups and scale -ups to evaluate  the ir 
viability and maturity. 

Several of the  proposals address the  main vectors of the new energy model and focus on 
decarbonisation, renewable  energy, energy efficiency, s torage, sustainable  mobility and 
circular economy. These include , for example , an innovative solution to boost the generation 
of renewable  energy through floating wind platforms; s torage technology to allow greate r 
pene tration of renewables in the energy mix or another technology able  to exploit any type  
of organic or inorganic waste  by converting it into gas with a high hydrogen content.  

Other proposals aim to contribute  directly to mitigating the  impact of the  COVID-19 crisis 
and offer alte rnatives  for dealing with the  immediate  future  after the  pandemic, such as  an 
ecological dis infectant tunnel that does not use  bleach derivatives; devices  to clean the  air 
of viruses  and bacte ria through the  generation of atmospheric plasma; or transportable  
containers  to produce medicinal oxygen from e lectrolysis . 

Specifically the start -ups/scale-ups submitting the proposals are: Solatom CSP S.L, Hybrid 
Energy Storage Solutions S.L, Pastoria  Project, S.L, Nautilus Floating Solutions, S.L, PFT 
Engineering Development, Zubi New Ventures S.L, Egoa Energía, Light App SL, Cedrion 
Consultoría Técnica e Ingeniería S.L, OriGen.AI, Inc., Silbat Energy Storage Solutions, 
Graphene Solutions, Ariema Energía and Cedanjobs. 

Positive Energy+ urgent call, a pioneering initiative  in Spain, was launched on 7 April in search 
of projects  that, from the energy side,  would coordinate innovation as the main tool for 
boosting Spain's economic and social recovery afte r the COVID-19 crisis. In just thirteen 
days, the call received a total of 396 pro jects. 

In the next phase, the  participating  companies in Positive Energy+ will complete their 
analysis and before the end of May each of them will enter into a collaboration agreement 
with at least one start -up/scale -up, which may, in some cases, be a joint venture by several 
corporations. The projects finally chosen will receive support from the companies for the 
development of the project through financing and/or by  offering  their  innovation, investment, 
commercial development and structural tools to them.  

The objective is that the start -ups/scale -ups with which participating companies reach an 
agreement start working  in June  to develop and implement their  projects  within a  year, 
following  the established calendar.  

To see all the infor mation about Positive Energy+, click here.  

 

 

 

Contact details:  

 

       

 

https://en.callenergiapositiva.com/


 
Enagás Press Office  

Tel. (+34) 91 709 93 40 (+34) 630 384 930   dircom@enagas.es 

 

Red Eléctrica Press Office  

Tel. (+34) 91 453 33 33 / 32 81 - 91 728 62 17 / 62 06   gabinetedeprensa@ree.es 

 

CLH Press Office  

Tel. (+34) 91 774 6387    info@grupoclh.com 
 
 
Iberdrola Global Communication  

Adela Vare la Lamigueiro Te l. (+34) 606 586 109   avare lal@iberdrola.es   

 

bp Press Office  

Mercedes Martinez Gracia Tel. (+34) 661 79 19 81    Mercedes.martinezgracia@bp.com 

 

InnoEnergy Marketing & Communications Manager, Iberia  

Sara Irure ta Te l. (+34) 606 615 222   sara.irure ta@innoenergy.com 

 

Acciona Press Office  

Eva Hernández Tel. (+34) 626477356   gabine tedeprensa@acciona.com  

 

Capital Energy Press Office  

Adriana de  la Osa Tel. (+34) 606304647    A.delaosa@capitalenergy.com 

 

DISA Group External Communication  

Ana Prie to Tel. (+34) 628802246   disa.comunicacion@disagrupo.es  
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